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on the other hand, if the disk is a disk group, then disk group mount fails. if the disk is being added to a disk group
with the add disk or create diskgroup command, then the command fails. to correct the error, adjust the

asm_diskstring value so that oracle asm does not discover multiple paths to the same disk. or if you are using
multipathing software, then ensure that you include only the pseudo-device name in the asm_diskstring value. see

oracle asm and multipathing. in this case, if the disk is part of a disk group, then disk group mount fails. if the disk is
being added to a disk group with the add disk or create diskgroup command, then the command fails. to correct the
error, adjust the asm_diskstring value so that oracle asm does not discover multiple paths to the same disk. or if you

are using multipathing software, then ensure that you include only the pseudo-device name in the asm_diskstring
value. see oracle asm and multipathing. windows users that regularly transfer large files (particularly multi-gigabyte
files) are no stranger to an error message that reads cant read from the source file or disk. this message can appear
for three different reasons. the most common reason is a mismatch in the file systems on different drives or devices.
other common reasons for this error include corrupt disk sectors and file permission problems. this article discusses
how to resolve cant read from the source file or disk errors so that you can get your file transfers running smoothly.
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the blitz cable can be used to backup and restore protected disks. if you want to backup protected disks and then restore
the data then you need to use the blitz cable to backup the protected disks. if you do not want to restore the protected
disks then you need to backup the protected disks and then restore the data. the blitz cable can be used to backup and
restore protected disks. this cable allows to connect a dual-link dvi-d monitor to an atari using a vga port. the cable uses

on one side a din13 male connector connected to the monitor and on the other side a d-sub15 male vga connector
connected to the atari. the atari is automatically set to high resolution mode. note that if you want to hear the sound
from the atari you need an extra audio cable (connected to pin 1) going to an audio connector (e.g. a mini jack or rca

connector). this cable allows to connect an atari, running in color mode, to a vga monitor using a vga15 male connector.
the cables use on one side a din13 male connector connected to the atari and on the other side a d-sub15 male vga

connector connected to the monitor. the atari is automatically set to normal/color mode (pin 4 left open). note that if you
want to hear the sound from the atari you need an extra audio cable (connected to pin 1) going to an audio connector

(e.g. a mini jack or rca connector). this cable allows to connect an atari, running in color mode, to a vga monitor using a
vga15 male connector. the cables use on one side a din13 male connector connected to the monitor and on the other

side a d-sub15 male vga connector connected to the atari. the atari is automatically set to normal/color mode (pin 4 left
open). note that if you want to hear the sound from the atari you need an extra audio cable (connected to pin 1) going to

an audio connector (e.g. a mini jack or rca connector). 5ec8ef588b
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